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VICTORIAN ATHLETIC LEAGUE
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Sunday August 7th 2016
Lakeside Stadium, Albert Park
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13. GENERAL BUSINESS
14. FINANCE REPORTS
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Meeting closed

1. OPENING AND WELCOME

2. VOTING ELIGIBILITY
Albury-Wodonga, Ararat, Ballarat, Bendigo, Braybrook (Maribyrnong), Daylesford (Cricket
Willow), Euroa, Geelong, Keilor, Maryborough, Meadowglen, Northcote, Ringwood, Rye,
Stawell, St. Albans, Stonnington, Terang, Trinity, Wangaratta, Warrnambool, Yarra Ranges.

3. APOLOGIES AND ATTENDANCE

4. ACCEPTANCE OF 2015 MINUTES

2015
VICTORIAN ATHLETIC LEAGUE
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
MINUTES

Sunday August 2nd 2015
Lakeside Stadium, Albert Park
OPENING AND WELCOME
Mathew Boyes welcomed everyone to the meeting and outlined the key headings from the
past season.
VOTING ELIGIBILITY
Albury-Wodonga, Ararat, Avondale Heights, Ballarat, Bendigo, Braybrook (Maribyrnong),
Daylesford (Cricket Willow), Euroa, Geelong, Keilor, Maryborough, Meadowglen, Northcote,
Ringwood, Rye, Stawell, Sandringham, St Albans, Stonnington, Terang, Trinity, Wangaratta,
Warragul, Warrnambool.
APOLOGIES AND ATTENDANCE
Apologies –
Peter Emerson (Director)
Alan Murphy (Euroa)
Pam Noden (Observer)
Meadowglen
Ararat
Daylesford
Wangaratta
Ballarat
Avondale Heights
Sandringham

Warren Sinnot (Bendigo)
Terang
Rye
Euroa

Attendance –
Tom Burbidge (CEO)
Mathew Boyes (Director)
Todd Ireland (Director)
Andrew McManus (Director) Mark O’Brien (Director)
Terry O’Donnell (Director)
Celia Cosgriff (Director)

Craig Foley (Director)
Brian Marantelli (Director)
Sue Dunbar (Director)

Malcolm Berg (Keilor)
John Henry (St Albans)
Jaime Rollinson (Warragul) Craig Rollinson (Warragul)
M Blandthorn (Maryborough) Brian Morgan (Ringwood)
A Muhlhan (Trinity/Stonnington)

Rick Dunbar (Northcote)
George Dyer (Euroa)
Rob McIntosh (Stawell/W’bool)
Peter Norman (Stonnington)

Neale Gunning (Observer)
Tom Burke (Observer)
Brendan Ferrari (Observer) G Goldsworthy (Observer)
N Blennerhassett (Observer)

Bill Sutton (Observer)
D Clarke (Observer)

ACCEPTANCE OF 2014 MINUTES
Moved: John Henry

Seconded: Rob McIntosh

REPORTS
President’s report
Chief executive officers report
Sub-committees report
Chief Steward’s report
Handicapper’s reports
Moved: John Henry

Seconded: Brian Morgan

CONSTITUTIONAL MOTIONS
Nil
SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS
Nil
LIFE MEMBERSHIP AWARD
The Life Membership Award was presented to Graeme Goldsworthy and John Holloway for
their many years of service to the sport as officials, handicappers and athletes.
VALE
Jim Clancey
John Stoney
Reg Austin
Barry Poulter

Norman Yemm
Ray Brunton
Bob Newton
Neil Collister

Lance Mann
Don Cameron
Jim Bradley
Max Martin

A minute’s silence was observed to remember those that graced our sport.
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS/RECOGNITION OF CLUBS
President’s Award – Maryborough Highland Society
This year’s recipients of the President Awards has been a regular to us year end year out.
They have provided great support to both the VAL community and its local community providing a
great coverage of both athletic and other events for all to enjoy.
Known as Australia's oldest continuous running sporting event The Maryborough Highland
Gathering has provided all on the VAL great tradition and enjoyment.
I especially want to recognise efforts of one individual that being the late Max Martin here for his
efforts to his club the Val and his community to ensure the great tradition of New Year day continued
each year.

To the Current members and especially Dennis Turner it is great to see you continue his great
efforts and with that it is my great pleasure to award the Maryborough Highland society this year’s
President Award, may New Year's Day tradition continue for another 100 years plus.

ELECTION OF DIRECTORS
Mathew Boyes, Sue Dunbar, Terry O’Donnell, Ellise Pearson were duly accepted as a Director
of the Victorian Athletic League.
Celia Cosgriff was appointed as the VRTA representative.
There was no voting process in this year’s election of Director’s due to the absence of
necessary nominations.
Moved: John Henry

Seconded: Peter Norman

CALENDAR
The 2015-2016 fixture was confirmed.
GENERAL BUSINESS
Malcolm Berg (Keilor):
Malcolm noted the breakdown of timing equipment at Keilor and questioned the backup
timing system. It was noted that the backup timing system remains to be hand timing and
that if power is lost, hand time is the only way to continue with the program. The VAL are
continuing to improve systems which will see a backup generator utilised when transport for
it becomes viable. The VAL did not have a backup wind gauge operator when the system
failed. Malcolm noted that Ian Cox did not have sufficient help with setup/pack up. It was
illustrated that we do not have the resources to be able to consistently provide assistance to
Ian but that our officials help when they can.
Rick Dunbar (Northcote):
Rick expressed approval of the locking in the entry fee structure and increase to minimum
prize money. Rick also stressed the point of regulating more of the timetables to help reduce
scratching’s and improve schedules of the meetings.
John Henry (St Albans):
John questioned the estimated time for the proposed dual registration with Athletics
Victoria. The VAL replied (via Tom & Mathew) noting that AV will be offering a reduced
registration fee for VAL athletes possibly as early as the coming season. The VAL are still
working on a reciprocal arrangement for AV members to join the VAL. Andrew McManus
added the points of working collectively with the amateur bodies to collaboratively promote
the sport. Andrew demonstrated the importance of working with AV and LAV in relation to
season fixtures and also to improve the possibility of government assistance.
Bill Sutton (Life Member):
Bill requested that the blocks be removed after each sprint race to reduce the workload of
the starters. Tom reminded the clubs that it remained their duty to fulfil this role and that
the online clubs applications included this duty in the Terms & Conditions. Tom also notified

the attendees that the VAL would provide a checklist for clubs that included the necessary
race day requirements.
Andrew Muhlhan (Trinity/Stonnington):
Andrew asked if it was at all possible for the VAL to provide judges/timekeepers for each
meeting throughout the season. Andrew McManus agreed it was a valid point but until
there is a time where the VAL becomes more profitable, we are unable to fulfil this role for
the time being. Andrew Muhlhan stated that the VAL need to increase the participation rate
in Gift events as they are the most profitable for Clubs. The VAL replied by noting that we
are seeking to improve overall numbers (including those in the Gift races) by furthering our
work and relationships with AV, LAV and the state government. Andrew was reminded that
the overall participation within the VAL competition had increased over the past season.
FINANCE REPORTS
Moved: George Dyer
Meeting end: 12:40pm

Seconded: Rob McIntosh

5. REPORTS
a) President’s report
2015/16 season represented a year were we saw strong participation numbers at our meets. We
also saw again numbers continue to improve in our junior ranks, this as we all know are the future of
our great sport.
I’d like to thank Tom on another successful season and his efforts in his role as CEO, I along with the
rest of board continue to look forward to working with him in improving our systems and processes
and to the continued growth of the VAL, I know we have the best product that people want to
compete in.
These facts and the efforts of all have seen an improvement in the operating position of the league
for the 2015/16 season. This improvement in turn will allow us to reinvest in the sport and our
systems to provide a better experience for all.
All clubs are to be congratulated on the success of each meet and for their continued support of the
VAL. I know working together that we can provide our community with an attractive sporting
activity that people want to compete in.
I extend my thanks to the Handicapping and Stewarding Panel, including Brian Marantelli, Graeme
Goldsworthy, Darryl Nettleton, Neale Gunning and Wally Meechan for their hard work under
constant scrutiny which comes with the job. Along with these people I also wish to extend my
thanks to all the officials of the V.A.L. and clubs from Starters to Finishing Operators, this includes
Nila, Sue and the Cox’s for their tireless efforts at each meet.
We have had two board members resign from the Board during the year, Ellise Pearson and Mark
O’Brien due to work commitments. Along with these two we also see Celia Cosgriff and Brian
Marantelli stepping down at the AGM. Brian after some 10 years of service on the board. I would
like to personally thank each of them for their contributions to our sport, especially Brian. In addition
I would like to personally thank each remaining member of the board for their continued
contributions to our sport and welcome the contribution of the new members who are standing for
the board.
I believe us as a Board and you the V.A.L. member clubs continue to play a pivotal role in growing
and moving our sport continually forward and relevant for generations to come.
I cannot encourage all of you enough to get involved at whatever level you can, whether that be
with a club or VRTA so we then can share our ideas to improve the sport of pro running.
In conclusion I would like to thank the Board, the athletes and all the clubs for their assistance and
support in the past seasons and wish one and all the best for the coming season.
Mathew Boyes
President V.A.L.

b) Chief Executive Officers report
The previous 12 month began with a new working model adopted by the VAL Board. This saw the
separation and creation of new specific strategic groups to produce tangible progression in the
sport. Creating focus areas that each member could thrive in has resulted in clearer and more
methodical decision making. It has also allowed the VAL to generate a strategic group that has
revisited the League’s Vision, Purpose, Values and Strategic Intent in order to effectively assess the
direction over the coming years. In recent months the strategic group has begun working with the
South Australian Athletic League in the areas of handicapping, administration and IT. The initial
stages have begun the exploration into the possibility of combining a number of resources and
provide a unified approach to operations and regulations across the two states.
Twenty three meetings formed the 2015-16 season with the inclusion of Yarra Ranges in place of the
Warragul. Thank you to Shane McKenzie for piecing together the Yarra Ranges Gift at such late
notice. Sandringham was also an unfortunate withdrawal from the fixture but is set to return in
2016-17 under the direction of Paralympian Don Elgin. There is continual contact from multiple
individuals and sporting clubs that are highly interested in adding another meeting to the VAL
fixture. Not currently being in a position to undertake many more competitions during the summer
months, the demand has created a compact fixture year after year and is a positive outlook on
future years.
Although it is only modest, I’m proud to announce that registration numbers have increased. An
encouraging aspect to note comes from a junior recruitment drive at the end of 2013 which now
sees many of those athletes moving into Open class competition. This positive outcome
demonstrates the ability for professional running to not only attract new athletes but to retain them.
In order to continually maintain a recruitment strategy, the VAL has applied for numerous grants
throughout the past 12 months. Private and government grants have proven challenging to obtain,
although we are continuing to pursue state government aid. In lieu of the lack of assistance, the VAL
began sponsorship sourcing in April of this year and have several interests in minor support but a
lacklustre response to a senior partnership remains. The pursuit of significant league partnership
will remain indefinitely.
Our website and database continue to improve with multiple developments. However, continual
issues with historical data has provided ongoing setbacks in the attempt to eliminate the majority of
the handicappers work load. VAL athlete/results databases prior to the 2013-14 season were not
built correctly which resulted in many difficulties in converting the databases to a new and reliable
platform. The website and databases now aid our handicappers by reducing the time required to
allocate handicaps. Handicappers can now apply a handicap online immediately after an athlete
enters an event. Further enhancements will see an automated upload of results, search tool and
performance rating. All of which will significantly reduce the handicappers time and provide clarity
to members.
New operational equipment including a new transport vehicle has provided much relief to the bump
in/out logistics. I would like to thank Colin Lane, Michele Taylor, Brendan Bailey and the Macdonald
family for their generous support during the season. It has been a refreshing change to have so
many new faces willing to support the league during competitions. AJ Macdonald has enormously
increased our social media presence and provided fantastic reports on each event. My many thanks
to AJ.

Highlights snapshot:
 Observing the effects and outcomes from the 2013 junior recruitment drive.
 Stonnington Gift TV show on Channel 31 as produced by Michael Costello.
 Attracting new volunteers and officials has been a most welcome and refreshing change.
 Changes to the board model and initiating focus groups with SAAL in relation to a national
concept.
I would once again like to thank each and every club for your ongoing and often thankless tasks of
generating sponsorship, preparing, promoting and building your events each year. Your efforts
continually produce a fantastic product and experience for all of our athlete members.
Unfortunately, Mark O’Brien and Ellise Pearson resigned their positions on the board during the
season and. Furthermore, it is with regret to see Brian Marantelli and Celia Cosgriff electing not to
nominate for the coming seasons as a VAL Director. I sincerely thank Mark, Ellise, Celia and Brian for
their significant contribution and wish them all the best for the future.
Thank you to all our officials who continually go above and beyond each year to deliver a quality
experience to our dedicated athletes. Your love for the sport is most evident. I would like to wish
Ian and Joy Cox all the very best after such a long and generous stint working with the VAL.
Finally, thank you to Mathew Boyes and the VAL Board. I’m thankful and excited as to the changes
over the last 12 months and look forward to generating more positive change in the year ahead.
Tom Burbidge
Chief Executive Officer

c) Strategic report
The formation of a specific strategic committee within the board encouraged a revision of the VAL’s
vision, values, purpose and strategic intent. The adjustment of these standards and principles to a
present professional running environment helped shape a targeted direction for the sport in the
foreseeable future. The assessment of these organisational foundations saw a unified approach to
achieving objectives. The approach was determined to be the exploration of a national league.
As the South Australian Athletic League shares the vision of a national body, the two states have
begun discussions and the exploration process with their designated committee members.
The concept of a national league has been around for many years and to be finally commencing
active discussions is a great step forward. The benefits a National League brings to the sport can be
significant but it’s not without its challenges. We’ve determined a few areas of consideration but
before diving in we’d like to provide some context to how we are approaching the decision making
process.
We believe it’s important to constantly reference the ‘target state’ we are aiming for and what that
looks like. A danger is we get absorbed by the ‘as is’ and try to account for every
scenario. Professional running leagues over many years have fine-tuned how they operate and it
would be unrealistic to expect we’d be able to cover every issue. The concept of ‘good enough’ or
another term often used is the 80/20 rule would be very helpful. Simply what are the big ticket
items that will provide the biggest return for the limited time we have. Accepting that if we were
able to implement some changes that there would be issues, problems, and mistakes is worth
keeping in mind. It’s then how we manage the expectations of clubs, athletes and trainers and
putting in place the process to handle these as they come up. We may need to take a step
backwards to take a leap forwards.
Early discussions between the strategic group had us visiting a number of areas that will no doubt
demand some further foresight and discussion. The administration (including handicapping) within
pro running can be often extensive and sometimes less effective than what we would like.
There are many facets to the admin/IT area of pro running. Some of these include management of
memberships, race entries, point of contact/help, database management (athletes, events, results),
finances, handicapping, heat draws, correspondence with a variety of stakeholders and no doubt a
whole lot more.
With an end result of a national league in mind, we came up with the following preferences as an
avenue we thought could provide a pathway to succeeding in the long-term goal.
-

From an administration perspective, we see the first area of significance being a centralised
point of registration, information and contact.
From a handicapping perspective, we are investigating the possibility of 1 system between both
states and also considering standardised race formats.

Our initial thoughts suggested an exploration into the potential ways and means of creating a unified
registration gateway that could still allow each state to manage their respective members/entries in
a similar (if not the same) way they are currently managed.

With this in mind, we think it prudent to explore how both states systems currently work to
ascertain whether we have something we can currently work and build from or whether it’s
appropriate to create a portal from scratch.
We feel that if this can be created, it will then provide us with a platform to build on with things like
race entries, handicapping and centralised results etc.
Tom Burbidge, Mathew Boyes, Andrew McManus, Celia Cosgriff

d) Rules/Clubs/HRP Report
RULES
The rules committee met every month and succeeded in updating and changing a lot of regulations
rules for both handicapping and the VAL. A number of these changes needed to be done due to
upgrades to equipment and conditions where regulations no longer reflected the correct situation.
Highlights were1. Changes in official times being recorded and when timing system fails.
2. Progression from heats to semi-finals and finals to be on fastest times in future rather than
placings.
3. Novice races now to be known as maiden races.
4. Changes to penalty tables and ranges of assessing time variations.
5. Changes to injury and scratching rules.
6. Changes to measuring distance tracks.
7. Extension of limit to 16 metres in 70 metre group 3 races.
8. Life membership qualifications.
9. Officials’ accommodation requirements.
10. Starting behind scratch.
11. Breaking of ceiling times.
12. Promotional race registration fee.
13. Race judging.
Our thanks to Sue Dunbar, Todd Ireland, Brian Marantelli and Terry O’Donnell for sitting on this
committee.
CLUBS
As per the strategic plan, the objective of this committee is to ensure the survival and the
development of the clubs.
This year the members of the clubs committee met as a sub-committee before most of our monthly
board meetings.
To give the clubs and the VAL some stability going forward with future dates, we have been working
on a 5 year calendar in conjunction with our CEO. Hopefully this will allow dates and grounds to be
booked with councils etc. and will allow the VAL to slot in meetings where spaces are available on
the calendar.
Another area that the clubs committee are looking at is the frequency and spread of the different
race categories and distances. The board wants to provide athletes with regular racing over the
differing distances and class of race, so there is some continuity of competition for the runners. We
do not want a particular class or distance to be catered for 3 meetings in a row, and then have
nothing to compete in for the next month. It would be far more beneficial to all involved if the race
programming of certain clubs took into account the type of races that are being run at meetings
either side. Obviously many clubs have particular races that are important to their history and
finances, and the VAL are fully aware of that. What we would like is for clubs to have some flexibility
with their minor races to help give all distances a better spread over the course of the season. We
feel by doing this, entries will improve and it will be a positive outcome for all concerned.

Standard prizemoney breakdown and entry fees are issues that we have been working on for a
number of years. We ask that all clubs and especially the newer ones, familiarize themselves with
the recommendations set by the board.
As always we welcome any feedback or questions that clubs may have both before and after their
meetings have been run, to make their meeting as successful as can be.
HANDICAPPING
The HRP has a role to oversee the handicappers, suggest certain amendments, give advice to the
handicappers when asked, make sure the guidelines are followed, consider and appeals or queries
and investigate any problems that may be raised by the athletes.
At no stage do we overrule the handicappers unless the handicap is outside the guidelines. However
we do suggest certain things which it up to the handicappers to make up their own mind and
administer accordingly.
A summary of the year’s activities areGraeme Goldsworthy Sprint handicapper- Graeme has a very good knowledge of an athlete’s ability
and applies the handicaps accordingly. On a number of occasions he has had a good opinion of an
athlete which has proved correct. This has resulted in a season of close finishes which has
showcased our sport and shown the public that athletes of all abilities can be competitive at all
levels.
Daryl Nettleton- middle distance handicapper- Again has a good knowledge of his athletes .He has
been able to handicap the young athlete early with marks that make them competitive and keep
them involved in the sport. Some will say at times they are too competitive .However his task is a
little different in that there is a fine balancing act between the junior and open races which are
handicapped by the same handicapper .The young athlete is running faster these days and as they
mature their form changes dramatically and quickly. At the other end the veteran performances
tend to also vary from week to week and thus his task appears to be harder. The huge increase in
female participation plus the increase in money available has made this role very hard.
Overall the athletes have been competitive and we are working to make sure that all abilities, agers
and genders will enjoy their participation.
Neale Gunning - distance handicapper- Neale came into this role and immediately started to update
his knowledge of the distance running which unfortunately over the last few years has reduced in
numbers. Again the balance between the young and old runner has been difficult. The major races
in the distance area in a lot of cases see runners appearing in our ranks for the first time and this
also makes the handicapping difficult.
Neale has decided to apply for the board and step down from the position. However his focus will
be on recruiting and encouraging distance runners to compete and we believe this may stop the
slide in numbers at this area.
Overall a successful year with entries and registrations up on previous year.
We would like to thank the three handicappers and two stewards for their work during the year.
On behalf of the HRP,
Terry O’Donnell, Brian Marantelli, Noel Rexter, Mark O’Brien.

6. CONSTITUTIONAL MOTIONS
Nil

7. SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS
Nil

8. LIFE MEMBERSHIP AWARD
Nil

9. VALE
Bernie Kelly
Orm Burton
Don ‘DFG’ Wilson
John Carr
John O’Donnell
Bryan Barmby

10. PRESENTATION OF AWARDS/RECOGNITION OF CLUBS
The President’s Award was presented to the Tinetti family for their dedication and
contribution to the Daylesford Gift and the accompanying community and charitable
characteristics of the event.

11. ELECTION OF DIRECTORS
Todd Ireland (renewing)
Andrew McManus (renewing)
Arron Downes (new)
Neale Gunning (new)

12. CALENDAR

13. GENERAL BUSINESS
14. FINANCE REPORTS

FORUM

SPONSORS
The Victorian Athletic League wishes to thank its sponsors for the 2014/2015
Season. Support the sponsors that are supporting the development of our
sport.

